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Simulations of long Josephson junctions in an external magnetic field show a variety of chaotic 
behaviors. They consist of period-doubling bifurcation, intermittency between and within Fiske 
steps, and quasiperiodic motion at Fiske steps. A physical explanation for the chaotic behavior is 
presented. The influence of surface resistance to the chaotic motion is investigated. A diagram in 
terms of dissipation and magnetic field is constructed to show where chaos occurs for a long junc­
tion.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, long Josephson junctions have attract­
ed attention because of the variety of fundamental super­
conductivity phenomena they display and because they 
can be used in high-speed applications. Such junctions 
support fluxon (quantized vortex) motion, which causes 
current steps in the I - V  curves, a well-established 
phenomenon. Various sorts of fluxon motions and fluxon 
interactions have been found theoretically and experimen­
tally. 1-7 It turns out that a long Josephson junction also 
provides a very good system for studying instabilities in 
time and space-time.8 In a driven damped sine-Gordon 
equation, which is the model for long Josephson junc­
tions, chaotic behavior has been found under the 
influence of spatially uniform or nonuniform oscillating 
driving forces.8-11 However, from the application point 
of view, most devices using long Josephson junctions are 
biased in a constant external magnetic field without an 
external rf driving force.12-14 It is of importance to in­
vestigate the chaotic behavior in this situation as it has 
not been fully studied; this is the objective of this paper. 
Other groups working on this subject15,16 have found in­
termittency chaos in perturbed sine-Gordon models in a 
constant magnetic field and for a specific set of parame­
ters. Our goal is to investigate in more detail chaotic be­
havior in long junctions.
Recently we presented17 experimental data and simula­
tion results which showed the existence of chaos in long 
Josephson junctions. As an extension of that work, we 
present here detailed simulation results o f chaotic behav­
ior in long Josephson junctions modeled by the perturbed 
sine-Gordon equation in constant magnetic fields. From 
our numerical calculations we show that, in addition to 
intermittent chaos (which is often encountered in simula­
tions), the route of period-doubling bifurcations leading 
to chaos can be lc ated.18 This result demonstrates 
unambiguously that chaotic motion indeed exists in our 
system and that for multidimensional systems chaos is 
really low dimensional. Also, we find that in specific re­
gions quasiperiodic motion can be found.
Following the Introduction, the paper is organized as 
follows. In Sec. II the mathematical model for a long
junction is described and the boundary conditions for the 
calculations are presented. In Sec. I l l  a simple argument 
is given for the existence of the chaotic behavior in our 
system. In Sec. IV wave forms at a few Fiske steps (FS’s) 
are presented along with the nonperiodic behavior. In 
Sec. V a brief survey of chaos relevant to our experiments 
is given so that it can be avoided when using real long 
junctions in applications. Section VI deals with the sur­
face impedance term and its relevance to chaotic motion. 
The last section deals with a discussion of our simulations 
and their relevance to practical systems.
II. MODELING OF A LONG JOSEPHSON JUNCTION
The one-dimensional long Josephson junction is 
modeled by the perturbed sine-Gordon equation
where <j> is the usual Josephson phase variable; x  is the 
distance along the junction normalized to the Josephson 
penetration length
XJ =  (4>0/2-Trfi0d j 0 )W2 ;
t is the time normalized to the inverse of the Josephson 
plasma frequency
«0  =  ( 277/0 1/2 >
the flux quantum is <£0; j 0 is the Josephson critical 
current density; d  is the magnetic thickness of the junc­
tions; C is the junction capacitance per unit area; a  is the 
normalized shunt conductance per unit area that takes 
into account tunneling dissipation due to normal elec­
trons; (j is the normalized real part of the superconduct­
ing surface impedance which represents the surface dissi­
pation of the moving fluxons; and v is the dc bias current 
density normalized to j 0. Partial derivatives are taken 
with respect to x  and t. Conditions corresponding to the 
presence of the external magnetic field which is perpen­
dicular to the length of the junction and parallel to the 
plane of the barrier can be modeled by the following 
boundary conditions:19
^  (0, f ) + /3<t>xl(0, t )  =  <f>x( L , t ) +  /3<f>xl(L, t )  =  rj , (lb)
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where r] =  H „ t / k j j 0 is a normalized measure of the 
external magnetic field H en, and L  is the total length of 
the junction normalized to k j .  Equations (1) were in­
tegrated using an implicit finite-difference method.20
From Eqs. (1), apparently, there are four parameters a,  
/?, v, and tj which govern the dynamic behavior of the 
long Josephson junction. In most cases of our calcula­
tions P  was set to zero for simplicity. The influence of /? 
on the chaotic behavior will be briefly discussed in Sec.
VI. In our search for chaos a  is varied from 0.1 to 0.4, 
and r) spans from 0.5 to 2, which corresponds to the most 
practical range of the external field. The bias current v is 
increased from zero to a specific current value. Besides 
the four explicit parameters which influence the dynam­
ics of fluxons, there are two implicit conditions which 
could change the dynamics. One parameter is the length 
of the junction. We use the case of L  = 5  for all the cal­
culations presented here, as it corresponds closely to 
junctions that we use in applications. Another is the ini­
tial condition; different initial conditions could lead to 
quite different behaviors in the motion of fluxons (soli- 
tons) for the perturbed sine-Gordon equation.21 In zero 
magnetic field, the number of fluxons moving in the long 
Josephson junction is fully determined by the initial con­
dition when the system is in the resonant mode. Howev­
er, as the system is in a magnetic field, this field plus that 
due to the dc bias current can generate fluxons from one 
end of the junction. In this sense, the initial condition is 
less important in our situation than in zero magnetic 
field. For simplicity, throughout the whole simulation, 
the one-fluxon initial condition is used. It is defined as
<j>(x,0) =  F(x ,0 )  +  s in ~ lv  , (2a)
(f>,(x,0) =  F,(x,0)  , (2b)
where
F (x ,f)  =  4 ta n ~ 1(exp[(x ~~2.5 +  « * )/l — « 2)I/2]j . (2c)
The speed u is taken as 0.8 in the calculation. For any 
given set of parameters, the initial condition shown above 
is only used at small values of v. As soon as a finite volt­
age is established along the junction, which means that 
the dc driving current is large enough to support the 
motion of fluxons, conditions at the previously calculated 
nearby point are taken as the initial conditions for the 
next point. In our calculation v  is always increased ex­
cept where stated.
In this study, four kinds of plots are used as the diag­
nostic tools to analyze various kinds of motion in the sys­
tem. The first is three-dimensional evolutions of <f>x (x,t),  
which can demonstrate soliton motion in the junction. 
The second is wave forms of (f>,(0,t), and the third is 
power spectra of <f>t (0,t).  These two are the main tools to 
identify chaotic motions. The last type of plot is one of v 
versus (<pt(0, t ) )  curves which corresponds to I - V  curves 
in experimental situations, where ( ) denotes the average 
over a long period of time.
III. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
There are three general conditions for the occurrence 
of deterministic chaos in a system. First, the system
should be nonlinear. Second, there should be some dissi­
pation in the system (chaos also occurs in nondissipative 
systems, but they belong to another category). Third, the 
dimensions of the system should be equal to or greater 
than three.
Our system satisfies the above three conditions and 
hence chaos can occur. Beyond the general statement, 
we will present simple arguments which will provide the 
physical reasons why chaotic motion should occur in our 
system.
Consider the boundary conditions of our system. The 
junction has L  > X Jt and a uniform bias current is passed 
through the junction which is of the overlap type. In an 
external magnetic field Fig. 1 represents the boundary 
conditions22 which consist of two virtual fluxons sitting 
just outside the junction. As soon as the energy require­
ment for the creation of a fluxon is satisfied, one virtual 
fluxon will enter the junction and move in the direction 
such that its motion is aided by the bias current. At first 
let us assume that the long Josephson junction is semi­
infinite. When a fluxon moves in a junction it will not be 
reflected back from the boundary and we will not consid­
er the resonance of the system. If the bias current is in 
the right direction and it is large enough, virtual fluxons 
can move into the system one by one. Such a situation is 
just like the flux-flow state in which an array of fluxons is 
moving through the junction. The Josephson frequency 
in this situation is just a measure of how many fluxons 
are moving per second into the system. This Josephson 
frequency can be varied continuously by changing the 
bias current or the external magnetic field perpendicular 
to the junction current flow.
When the finite length of the junction is taken into ac­
count, the situation changes dramatically. Although the 
mechanism described above still exists, resonant frequen­
cies appear; they are determined by the speed of the flux­
ons in the system and the length of the junction. Fluxons 
in the junction will then move in one of the modes that 
the system allows, i.e., standing waves will be set up; and 
such motion corresponds to Fiske steps which are discon­
tinuous in frequency and which show up as current steps 
in the I - V  curve.
Because there are two frequencies involved, one tuned 
continuously imposed by the bias and external field and 
the other one discontinuous (imposed by the junction
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FIG. 1. The schematic representation of boundary condi­
tions.
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cavity), the appearance of chaotic motion is not surpris­
ing; the two frequencies beat against each other. A l­
though this is one possible reason for the appearance of 
chaotic motion, other reasons exist as expected since the 
system is really a complicated one. For example, a given 
Fiske step can have a variety of modes5 which are al­
lowed to exist in the system. The interaction between 
modes can also give rise to nonperiodic behavior. We 
will discuss these possibilities in the next section.
IV. CHAOTIC BEHAVIORS
In this section various aspects of fluxon motion will be 
described in detail for two specific sets of parameters. 
These two sets were chosen because they are encountered 
in most types of periodic and nonperiodic motions found 
in our simulations. Calculations presented here were car­
ried out with a time span at At  = 0 .025  and a length span 
of Ax  = 0 .0 5 . For periodic solutions calculations were 
continued until good periodic wave forms of <j>x(0,t)  were 
achieved. Usually times of t <  2000 were needed. For 
nonperiodic solutions, a long period of t = 4000 was used 
to be certain that the solutions were really nonperiodic.
A. I- V curve
In an external magnetic field fluxon propagation in a 
junction leads to a set of current steps in the I- V curve of 
a long Josephson junction. In our computation such a 
curve corresponds to the v versus ( 0 r(O,f)) behavior. 
Figure 2 shows this behavior computed using Eq. (1) for 
the conditions of a  =  0.26, /3= 0.0 , 77=1.25, and L  = 5 . 
Three Fiske steps are shown. The dots are the computed 
points and the line is a guide for the eye. In Figs. 3(a), 
3(b), and 3(c) we show the evolutions of <j>x (x, t)  for the 
periodic solutions at the steps FS1, FS2, and FS3, respec­
tively. The physical meaning of FS1 corresponds to the 
situation where a fluxon propagates in the bias current- 
aided direction and it is reflected at x = 0  as a localized 
plasma wave. This plasma wave moves in the opposite 
direction and it is reflected at x = L  as a fluxon. The 
physical meaning of FS3 is not simple, as it can maintain 
different modes; one mode shown in Fig. 3(c) corresponds 
to the case of two fluxons and a plasma wave moving in 
opposite directions at the same time. After a reflection it 
becomes two plasma waves and one fluxon, and so on. 
FS2 is also complicated as it can have a few modes. In 
this situation, according to Fig. 3(b) one mode corre­
sponds at first to two fluxons moving together and then 
changing to a fluxon and a plasma wave moving in oppo­
site directions at the same time. When they hit the junc­
tion boundaries a set of plasma waves is produced. After 
moving for a while, two successive fluxons are produced 
again and they then move in the bias current-aided direc­
tion. The system then continues in this sequence repeat­
ing the process just described. The average voltage ( <j>,)  
in the situation shown in Fig. 3(b) is compared with 
for a simple FS2 which will be discussed in subsection D. 
Both (<j>,) have similar values as they belong to FS2.
It is important to note that periodic oscillations at FS1
FIG. 2. The v vs (tt>,{0,t)) curve calculated under the condi­
tion of of ~ 0 .26,0 =  0, 17=  1.25.
and FS2 in Fig. 2 occupy only a small portion of the 
Fiske steps in the v versus ( <f>,) curve. Most of the parts 
are chaotic; this type of motion will be discussed in the 
remaining parts of this section.
B. Period-doubling bifurcations
The details o f period-doubling bifurcations in our sys­
tem have been published elsewhere. 18 For the sake of 
completeness a brief description will be given here. Care­
ful examination of how the system changes from periodic 
motion to nonperiodic at FS1 in Fig. 2 leads to the fol­
lowing observations. For a narrow range of v values 
(v = 0 .417-0.429) the solutions are stable and the funda­
mental frequency is equal to the Josephson frequency. At 
v = 0.430 the system starts to bifurcate. As v is further 
increased, the system goes through period-2, period-4, 
and period-8 bifurcations. At v =  0.436 the / / 8  peaks 
have “skirts” of broadband noise and at v =  0.44 the sys­
tem is in the fully developed chaotic regime. When 
v= 0 .4 5 5  is reached, there is a period-3 window (it is al­
ways present in one-dimensional quadratic iteration 
maps). Figure 4 shows the power spectra for the situa­
tions of period 1, noisy period 8, and chaos. A further in­
crease in v causes the system to switch into another 
periodic mode of the FS1 with a subsequent chaotic re­
gime which is reached through another cascade of 
period-doubling bifurcation sequences.
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1825
F IG . 3. E volu tions o f  <j>x(x,t), ob ta in ed  a t (a) FS1, v =  0.42; 
(b) FS2, v =  0.51; and  (c) FS3, v = 0 .6 0 . O th e r p a ram ete rs  are 
th e  sam e as those  in Fig. 2.
These results clearly demonstrate the existence of tem­
poral chaotic regimes. The cascade of period-doubling 
bifurcations can be modeled by a one-dimensional itera­
tion map. This indicates that a high-dimensional system 
such as ours can be considered in a low-dimensional 
strange attractor for certain ranges of parameters.
C. Intermittent chaos
Intermittent chaos was often encountered in our simu­
lations. Some of it occurred between Fiske steps while
others appeared within the steps. For the case shown in 
Fig. 2, as v is increased from 0.465 the system enters an 
intermittent chaotic region where the system jumps back 
and forth between FS1 and FS2. From the wave form 
shown in Fig. 5(a), the front part resembles the wave at 
FS1 while the end part is similar to the FS2 case. The in­
termittent chaotic region ranges from v = 0.465 to 0.505. 
The values of ( <f>,(0,t)) increase from 0.6 to 1.0. Our re­
sults are similar to those obtained by Sorenson et al. 15 In 
real experiments this type of chaos can be easily identified 
as it corresponds to large amounts of noise in the regions 
between Fiske steps where the dynamic resistance has 
finite positive values.
Fluxons which are in the junction have to move in one 
of the resonances that the system allows, FS1 or FS2. 
When the number of fluxons produced by the magnetic 
field and bias current is larger than can be accommodated 
at FS1 and less than the number needed for FS2, this 
causes an instability which leads to the intermittent 
chaos.
For a small range of v (0.505-0.51) the system is in the 
periodic FS2 mode as shown in Fig. 3(b). Above v =  0 .51, 
the system loses periodicity. At first the fluxon motion 
resembles the pattern of that FS2 mode and then it 
changes to a different FS2 mode, which corresponds to a 
fluxon and a plasma wave moving in opposite directions 
at the same time. As v is further increased, the motion 
becomes fully chaotic. Any part of the motion can be 
recognized as one of the FS2 modes mentioned above. In 
this sense, the chaotic motion can be viewed as intermit­
tent chaos. Figure 5(b) shows the wave pattern and 
power spectrum in this region. Because this intermitten- 
cy consists of switching between two kinds of FS2 modes, 
the system remains in the chaotic FS2 mode until 
v = 0 .57 is reached. This is a typical example illustrating 
that intermittent chaotic motion originates from the in­
teraction between two different modes within one Fiske 
step.
D. Quasiperiodicity
As v reaches 0.57, the system switches to the FS3. At 
the beginning of this step, the motion shows quasiperiod­
ic behavior with modulation in both the amplitude and 
frequency. When v is increased further, such modulation 
becomes smaller, and at v =  0 .58 the motion becomes ful­
ly periodic. Figure 6(a) shows the wave form and power
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F IG . 4. Pow er sp ec tra  o f  <j>,{0,t) in th e  p eriod -doub ling  b ifu rca tio n  regim e, (a) Period  1, v =  0.422; (b) noisy p e rio d  8, v =  0.436; 
and  (c) chaos, v =  0.44. O th e r  p a ram ete rs  a re  th e  sam e as those  in Fig. 2.
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spectrum at the quasiperiodic region. As a comparison, 
Fig. 6(b) shows the wave form and power spectrum at the 
fully periodic FS3.
Another interesting phenomenon found in the simula­
tion is an instability which occurs at the center of a Fiske 
step. One set of parameters for this case is a  = 0 .30 , 
13=0.0, 77= 1 .4 . For these conditions when v is in the 
range of 0 .363-0.47 the system is in the periodic regime 
of FS1; then in enters a weak chaotic regime in a narrow
FREQUENCY (-l/t)
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FS3. (a) A t th e  quasiperiod ic  regim e, v = 0 .5 6 2 . (b) A t th e  fully 
period ic  regim e v = 0 .6 0 . O th e r pa ram ete rs  a re  th e  sam e as 
those  in Fig. 2.
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F IG . 7. E volu tions o f  4>x(x,t) an d  w ave form s o f  4>,(0,t) ob ­
tained  a t (a) first FS2, v =  0.49; (b) second FS2, v = 0 .6 9 . O th e r 
pa ram ete rs  are a  =  0 .30, 13 = 0, 77=  1.4.
range of v. At v =  0.49 the system enters a good periodic 
regime for FS2; for this situation the evolution of tj>x (x,t) 
and the wave form of <j>t(0,t) are presented in Fig. 7(a). 
Physically this mode of FS2 corresponds to a fluxon and 
a plasma wave moving in opposite directions at the same 
time. When v is above 0.51 the motion becomes non­
periodic as demonstrated by the time variation of the am­
plitudes of the peaks in the plot of 4>,—t. As v is in­
creased further, the difference between the highest and 
lowest peaks reaches a maximum at v = 0 .6 1 . Figure 8(a) 
shows the wave form of (ft, for that moment. Beyond 
v = 0 .6 1  the difference becomes smaller. Eventually at 
v = 0 .7 0  the system enters another periodic FS2 mode
o
-ef
t FREQUENCY (-l/t )
F IG . 8. T he w ave fo rm  and  pow er sp ec tru m  o f  ob ­
ta ined  in the  q u asiperiod ic  region, v =  0.61. O th e r param ete rs  
a re  th e  sam e as those in Fig. 7.
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where the evolution of <j>x(x ,t) and the wave form of 
<£,(0,f ) are shown in Fig. 7(b). The physical interpreta­
tion of this FS2 mode is similar to the one in Fig. 7(a), 
the only difference being that the amplitudes of the plas­
ma wave and the fluxon are larger for the latter FS2 
mode.
The special feature of this nonperiodic motion is that 
the system in this range is not chaotic. Figure 8(b) shows 
the power spectrum taken at v =  0.61. It shows the 
Josephson frequency and another distinct peak marked 
f 2 in Fig. 8(b). Other peaks appearing in the spectrum 
come from sidebands of these two frequencies. This 
quasiperiodic motion comes from two competing fre­
quencies. From the wave form in Fig. 8(a) it can be seen 
that some of the peaks which have small amplitude with 
a wide width are similar to the ones in the first FS2 mode 
shown in Fig. 7(a), while others are analogous to those in 
the second FS2 mode shown in Fig. 7(b). The system 
moves back and forth between the two FS2 modes. Since 
the two FS2 modes are similar, the system is driven only 
into quasiperiodic motion. Although the noise level in 
this situation is higher than in the periodic case, it is still 
lower than in the real chaotic spectrum (Fig. 5).
V. O C C U R R E N C E  O F  C H A O S
Following the preceding sections where we showed the 
various types of nonperiodic behavior found in our simu­
lations, we present results on the search for chaotic 
motion in our system with 13=0, L  = 5 , and one fluxon as 
initial conditions. In the survey for a specific set of pa­
rameters, v is increased from a small value with a rela­
tively large span until the flux-flow state is reached. For 
each point the conditions used are A f= 0 .0 5 , Ax = 0 .1 , 
and the total t =  600. The time interval of 600 is usually 
long enough for periodic solutions to reach a stable state. 
For each chaotic region a few selected points were 
checked by running longer to confirm the existence of 
chaos.
Figure 9 shows the calculated periodic and chaotic re­
gions in the a-t] plane. In the periodic regime, the behav­
ior shows no chaos for the whole I-V  (v versus {<(>,)) 
curve. The shaded area corresponds to chaos in certain 
sections of the I-V  curve, while others may not be chaotic 
in that regime. Although Fig. 9 shows the boundary be­
tween periodic and chaotic regimes, this boundary is real­
ly quite broad and diffuse; the chaotic regime gradually 
disappears when this boundary is crossed.
In preceding sections we have examined the chaotic be­
havior for a  =  0.26 and 77=  1.25. For that situation 
chaos occurred mainly within FS1 and FS2. When a  is 
decreased, the widths of the steps FS1 and FS2 shrink 
and the chaotic region is pushed towards the beginning of 
the I-V  curve. Figure 10 shows the I-V  curve for a  =  0.2  
and ->7=1.25; the chaotic and periodic regions are 
marked. In the range of v from 0.40 to 0.47, an up and 
down computation was made with v first increasing to 
0.47 and then decreasing to 0.40. Hysteresis is clearly ob­
served, and this is shown in Fig. 10. When v is increased 
from zero, the system enters a chaotic regime as soon as a 
voltage appears (v=0.43). According to the calculated 
value of {()>,) the system is in a FS2. The inset of Fig. 10
F IG . 9. B oundary  betw een  ch ao tic  and period ic  regim es in 
th e  17- a  plane.
shows the wave form of <f>, in the chaotic regime. As v is 
increased to 0.447, the system switches into the periodic 
FS3. The chaotic regime extends from v =  0.43 to 0.447.
Let us consider now the boundary between periodic 
and chaotic regimes in the a-rj plane. In the low-a range, 
the general I-V  curves and wave forms are similar to the 
ones just discussed above. But as a  decreases while 77 is 
kept unchanged, the chaotic range AC [ =  vA (higher 
boundary of the chaotic range in the I-V  curve) — v, 
(lower boundary of the chaotic range also in that curve)] 
shrinks. For example, when 77=  1.25, AC is 0.05 for 
a =  0.22, and it reduces to 0.017 for a  =  0.2; it almost 
disappears for a = 0 .1 7 . When 77 is increased while a  is 
kept constant, the chaotic range in the I-V  curve in-
F IG . 10. T h e  v  vs (4>,(0,t)) curve  ob ta in ed  a t a  =  0.2, /3 = 0 , 
and  17= 1.25. T he inset is th e  wave form  o f  </>,(0,t) o b ta in ed  in 
th e  chao tic  regim e, v = 0 .4 4 .
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creases. For instance, when 77 is increased from 1.25 to
1.4 for a =  0.2, AC expands from 0.017 to 0.08. The com­
petition between a  and rj in the low-a range causes the 
gently slanted boundary of the chaotic regime extended 
from a  =  0.2, 77=  1.25 to a  =  0.1, 77 =  2.0  (this is the 
highest value we have calculated for 77). It is believed 
that if 77 is increased further, the chaotic regime could ex­
tend to smaller values of a.
Now let us examine the boundary in the high-a range. 
For a > 0.25, the general pattern of the I-V  curve is simi­
lar to that of a  =  0.26, 77 =  1.25. Usually three steps (FS1, 
FS2, FS3) and sometimes two steps (FS1, FS2) are found 
for each specific set of parameters. As a  increases 
beyond 0.26, the chaotic range in the I-V  curve also 
shrinks. For a  =  0.3, 17= 1 .4 , besides the quasiperiodic 
motion already described, the real chaos only happens be­
tween FS1 and FS2 and AC is merely 0.01. When a  is in­
creased to 0.35, the chaotic motion disappears. In the 
high-a range in contrast with the low-a range, the in­
crease of 17 does not cause an expansion of the chaotic 
range in the I-V  curve. So it is safe to draw a straight line 
at 0.3 as a higher boundary of the chaotic regime in the 
a -77 plane. Finally, it is important to note that chaotic 
behavior was not found for 77 less then 1 .
V I. T H E  IN F L U E N C E  O F  /? O N  C H A O T IC  M O T IO N S
For simplicity, 0  =  0 was chosen for our calculations. 
In real situations, the 0  term represents an important dis­
sipation mechanism for the motion of fluxons. In order 
to obtain an idea of how the chaotic behavior is 
influenced by 0 , for two cases (a =  0.26, 77=  1.25, and 
a  =  0.2, 77=1.25) which have been calculated in detail 
without 0 , recalculations are performed with 0 .
For the case of a  =  0.26, 77= 1 .2 5 , 0 = 0 .0 1 , in a small 
range of v (0.437-0.44) a stable period 1 of FS1 is estab­
lished. After v exceeds 0.44, the system bifurcates to a 
period-2 mode of FS1. At v= 0.442 , the system suddenly 
enters the chaotic region. The cascade of period- 
doubling bifurcation observed in the situation without 0  
is now truncated by the chaotic region. As v is increased 
further, intermittent switching between FS1 and FS2 is 
observed, and then at v =  0.48, the chaotic FS2 mode is 
entered. At the beginning part of FS2, the wave form is 
similar to the stable FS2 shown in Fig. 3(b), but is not ex­
actly periodic. The system stays in the chaotic FS2 re­
gion for a while and switches to the periodic FS3 which is 
the same as the situation shown in Fig. 3(c). Finally the 
system enters the flux-flow state at v= 0 .60 . In compar­
ison with the situation without 0 , the major changes for 
0 = 0 .0 1  are that the periodic FS2 behavior which existed 
for 0 = 0  disappears. As for the chaotic motion, the basic 
chaotic behaviors observed without (3 are found here.
Now we will discuss the results of calculations with 
0 = 0 .0 5 . In the case of a  =  0.26, 77=1.25, 0 = 0 .0 5 , the 
system is in a good periodic FS1 state from v= 0 .45  to 
0.48. After v exceeds 0.48, a weak chaos develops in a 
small range of v  and then the system switches into quasi­
periodic FS2. The system remains in the state of quasi­
periodic FS2 for a while and then gradually enters a
periodic FS2 state whose wave form is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 7(b). When v is beyond 0.7, the system 
enters the flux-flow state. The two features, the chaotic 
motion shrinking to a very small range and the quasi­
periodic motion developing in FS2, are quite similar to 
those found in the case of a  =  0.3, 77=  1.4, and 0 = 0 .
For the case of a  =  0.2, 77=  1.25, 0 = 0 .0 5 , the I-V  curve 
and wave forms are similar to the ones without 0  which 
have been described in detail in Sec. V. The only 
difference is that the chaotic range AC in the I-V  curve is 
increased from 0.017 for 0 = 0  to 0.036 for 0 = 0 .0 5 . The 
result of AC = 0 .036  is comparable with AC = 0 .0 5  ob­
tained in the case of a  =  0.22, 771 .2 5 ,0 = 0 .
The main conclusion drawn from the above results are 
that as far as the chaotic behavior is concerned, there is 
not much change when a small 0  is included in the equa­
tion; for relatively large 0 , the chaotic motion with 0  
term resembles that having a larger a  term with 0 = 0 .
VII. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that various chaotic behaviors 
can occur in long Josephson junctions with dc current 
bias in the presence of external magnetic fields. The 
chaos routes from a cascade of period-doubling bifurca­
tions is found in two places. Several intermittency chaot­
ic motions, including switching between two FS states 
and between two different modes in one FS are observed 
in the simulation. Two kinds of quasiperiodicity have 
been found; one in the beginning of FS3 with amplitude 
and frequency modulation and another one in the center 
of one FS. A physical explanation for the occurrence of 
chaos in our system is provided, and it can explain most 
of our observations. From an experimental point of view, 
our findings can be summarized as follows: Chaos can 
occur between two adjacent FS’s as shown in Fig. 5(a), in 
parts next to a FS as discussed in Sec. IV B and IV C, or 
within a whole FS as shown in Fig. 10. Nonperiodic 
motion also can occur at the beginning of FS3. Indeed, 
all these findings were observed in experiments. 15,17
The hysteresis between FS’s as shown in Fig. 10 is a 
common phenomenon. The widths of the hysteresis Av 
between zero and FS2 and between FS2 and FS3 in Fig. 
10 are 0.004 and 0.01, respectively. They are very nar­
row, and any thermal noise could reduce the width fur­
ther. If the system is biased within the hysteresis region, 
external noise such as thermal noise, current fluctuations 
in the current source, or the chaotic motion inside the 
junction may cause the system to jump back and forth be­
tween two FS’s in a low-frequency fashion. Actually, it 
may even be responsible for the low-frequency telegraph 
noise observed in experiments. 17,23
We have done a survey of chaotic regions for specific 
conditions. The result shows that chaos can occur for 
a  < 0 .3 , which is a very common range for long Joseph­
son junctions. The chaotic behavior has to be taken into 
consideration when applications of long Josephson junc­
tions are planned, especially for parameters in the range 
discussed here. It is also necessary to mention that the 
chaotic motion in our system has been only examined in a
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small portion of the parameter manifold. The change of 
some parameters, for example, length L  or initial condi­
tions, may give rise to different kinds of chaotic behavior 
or even more complicated phenomena.
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